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If there are no disabled commands to work it out, just add it to the list and tell
me you guess at which one it is. It's pretty much the same as getting the

flexion doc 3 or 4 to run. The following are the files included in the ZIP archive:
flexiondoc3.tar.gz flexiondoc3.ini flexiondoc3.srk When you extract these to a
directory you can check them out by viewing the included ReadMe file. Open

the flexiondoc3.ini file for editing. You will see some comments that say
"descriptions" in the description section will show at the top of the viewer

window. They will be (in order): Notes Popup Editing Tools Restore to Default
Under the capabilities section, there should be a section that will say

"validates document types" and then there are two lists of document types to
check. "Document Types you can use" and "Documents that you may not

use". Notes only uses the documents that appear in the "validate documents"
list. popup is a document viewer and it uses the document types that appear
in the "document types you can use" list. edit will show you a dialog box with
checkboxes allowing you to edit the selected documents. tools will give you
buttons to choose things like changing the font, etc, or to work on individual
documents. restore to default will restore all settings to their default values.
This is in effect, restarting the software. If there is no default, it doesn't know
what to restore, so it says it will restore all settings to their default values. To
save your settings, just save your flexiondoc3.ini file from within the program.
I'm going to attach a Microsoft Word file to make this easier to read. It's the

"numbers" that are different. You can use Microsoft Notepad to make changes
and print it to a new.ini file. You can then send this to me (I'll send the link to
my other email address) and I'll pull them out and put them up on here. EDIT:

I've pulled out your settings and put them up on here. The text in bold are
what you need to get where it is. The number in bold are items you have
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